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We are very excited to bring you a new commercial product release for the Ortus Family: MongoDB Server Lucee Extension  The MongoDB Server Lucee Extension allows you to natively connect to a MongoDB Server cluster and leverage it for distributed caching, session/client storage and distribution, cluster RAM file systems, and much more. It can allow your Lucee servers to scale and extend easily by leveraging MongoDB Server as the platform of choice for session/cluster managements, NoSQL, caching and virtual file-systems.

If you have ever asked yourself these questions, then our Lucee Extension can help you:

	Want to use round-robin balancing instead of sticky sessions?
	How do you deal with session/client information when you have more than 1 server in your cluster?
	How can I scale my Lucee servers when I am running out of RAM?
	Do you want your users to still be logged in even if a server in my cluster dies or is restarted?
	Do you want to have a cluster-wide file system?
	Do you want to be able to cache data in a distributed and elastic fashion?
	Do you want a professional supported Lucee extension?


 


We have been working with MongoDB Server for many years and even host the official mongo SDK for CFML.
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Here are some of the major features of our MongoDB Extension:

	Add Native MongoDB functionality to any Lucee CFML application
	Install at the server level (Available to all contexts)
	Create Cache connections in the Lucee administrator to connect to any network-accessible MongoDB cluster
	Set and get objects from MongoDB via standard CFML functions and tags cachePut(), cacheGet(), <cfcache action="get|put">
	Fully supports all built-in Lucee cache functions including wildcard filters
	Seamlessly distribute storage of the following to any bucket in a MongoDB cluster
	Lucee session storage
	Lucee client storage
	Lucee RAM resource ram://...



	Seamlessly cache the following to any timeout-sensitive bucket in a MongoDB cluster
	Results of database queries <cfquery cachedwithin>
	Results of deterministic functions <cffunction cachedwithin>
	Complex or simple objects in your application's code
	Cached templates <cfcache action="content|cache|serverCache">



	Registers new CFML Built-In Functions (BIFs) for native Java access to MongoDB
	Extremely lightweight and fast


 


Purchase Extension 
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Please visit our Extension page for all the necessary resources.

	Purchase
	Capabilities
	Trial Version
	Professional Support
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Ortus March Newsletter






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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Into the Box 2024 Last Early Bird Days!






Time is ticking, with less than 60 days remaining until the excitement of Into the Box 2024 unfolds! Don't let this golden opportunity slip away; our exclusive Early Bird Pricing is here for a limited time only, available until March 31st. Why wait? Secure your seat now and take advantage of this steal!
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Ortus February Newsletter 2024






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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